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Thursday Afternoon, December 12, 2019

GOP CONGRESSMAN ON YOUTUBE
OBJECTS TO ARMY HEEDING MRFF'S

DEMAND TO DISALLOW OFFICIAL ARMY
EMBLEMS ON BIBLE VERSE DOG TAGS

Click to watch FOX8 news report (2 mins. 43 sec.)

CONGRESSMAN RICHARD HUDSON (R-NC)
POSTS FOX8 NEWS REPORT 

AND STATEMENT ON YOUTUBE

Hudson Urges Army to End Ban on
Religious Dog Tags

December 10, 2019, U.S. Representative Richard Hudson (NC-08), Fort
Bragg’s Congressman, sent Secretary of Defense Mark T. Esper a letter
regarding recent reports the Department of the Army reversed its
longstanding practice of allowing biblical references on Army-licensed
products, including replica dog tags. Rep. Hudson spearheaded a letter with
14 of his colleagues urging Sec. Esper “to investigate this matter, reverse the
Army’s decision, and continue to protect the religious freedom of our men
and women in uniform.”

Click for previous coverage: Sen. Ted Cruz (R-TX) and
Congressman Ralph Abraham (R-LA) Object to Army
Heeding MRFF’s Demand to Disallow Official Army

Emblems on Bible Verse Dog Tags

THE CHRISTIAN POST
COVERS MRFF

Army bans faith-based business from
selling Bible verse dog tags

By:  Samuel Smith

Wednesday, December 11, 2019

(Excerpts from The Christian Post/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

The U.S. Army’s licensing office has banned a faith-based company from
engraving Bible verses on Army-licensed dog tags and jewelry, an action
that has outraged at least one member of Congress. 

[…]

In August, Shields of Strength owner Kenny Vaughan received an email
titled “Negative Press.” 

In the email, Vaughan was told: “You are not authorized to put biblical
verses on your Army products. For example Joshua 1:9. Please remove
ALL biblical references from all of your Army products.” 

The email Vaughan received came after the Military Religious Freedom
Foundation, a secular legal organization, sent a letter of complaint to all
branches of the military about Shields of Strength. The complaint was then
shared by the "Friendly Atheist" blog at the Patheos website. 

MRFF argued that the company violated the Department of Defense
rules that state: “DoD marks may not be licensed for any purpose
intended to promote ideological movements, sociopolitical change,
religious beliefs (including non-belief), specific interpretations of
morality, or legislative/statutory change.” 

MRFF also threatened “administrative and litigation complaints” unless
Shields of Strength stopped including religious references on its licensed
products. 

[…]

Click to Read Article

THE WESTERN JOURNAL
COVERS MRFF

US Army Demands Small Business Remove
Bible Verses from Replica Military Gear

By:  C. Douglas Golden

Wednesday, December 11, 2019

(Excerpts from The Western Journal/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Anti-Christian insanity has officially reached new heights — and it should
worry all of us.

Shields of Strength is a Beaumont, Texas, company that sells Christian-
themed jewelry and accessories. It also makes replica dog tags with Bible
verses on them.

So, imagine its surprise when the military came a-calling and demanded
the retailer remove those verses or stop selling the dog tags.

[…]

Meanwhile, the Military Religious Freedom Foundation claims the
company’s “proselytizing merchandise” is “a clear-cut violation” of
Department of Defense policy on merchandising, according to the Army
Times.

“Such craven utilization of American military logos and related
symbology by this sectarian Christian group (Shields of Strength) not
only viciously violates well established DoD regulatory law but also
poisons the Constitutionally-mandated separation of Church and State,”
MRFF founder Mikey Weinstein said in a statement.

[…]

Click to Read Article

THE PATRIOT POST
COVERS MRFF

(The Patriot Post describes itself as a
“partner organization” of Shields of Strength)

The Latest Assault on
Religious Liberty in the Armed Forces

By:   Mark Alexander

Wednesday, December 11, 2019

(Excerpts from The Patriot Post/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

On a daily basis, some boorish leftist organization wins the headlines jackpot
with top billing after having said or done something so absurd and obnoxious
that the Leftmedia bobble heads are compelled to report it.

[…]

This month, anti-Christian agitator Mikey Weinstein and his socialist
sidekick, Christine Rodda, demanded that the Department of Defense cease
the licensing of service-branch logos to our partner organization Shields of
Strength. SoS is, in large part, a military ministry outreach operated by my
faithful friend Kenny Vaughan, who also produces Shields of Strength for
those in other high-risk occupations.

[…]

Aside from their official flag insignias, these Shields are the most commonly
carried item among our military personnel in Afghanistan and Iraq. And for
the families of those who never return from combat, these Shields are much
more than dog tags.

But Weinstein and Rodda want no more of that, and they’ve demanded
that the DoD order Kenny Vaughan to stop producing the tags with
military emblems.

[…]

I’ve had dealings with Weinstein previously, when my son was at the
United States Air Force Academy. The Academy is Weinstein’s favorite
target, and I suspected his fingerprints were on a subversive effort in 2012
that removed the words "So Help Me God” from the cadet and officer
handbook oaths “to support and defend” our Constitution. The Patriot Post
exposed that subversion and, with the help of veteran members of Congress,
put an end to it with a letter to the Academy superintendent.

[…]

Click to Read Article

THE DAILY CITIZEN
COVERS MRFF

(The Daily Citizen is the news outlet of Christian
fundamentalist organization Focus on the Family)

U.S. Army in Retreat; One Complaint
Nixes Bible Verses on Dog Tags

By:  Bruce Hausknecht

Thursday, December 5, 2019

(Excerpts from The Patriot Post/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

One complaint was all it took to end a two-decade history of religious-
themed dog tags for our troops. It’s not sitting well with religious liberty
advocates and has even caught the attention of a U.S. Congressman.

Shields of Strength (SoS) is a private business with a big faith emphasis. Its
products include everything from clothing to jewelry, but with a Christian
theme. For two decades now, SoS has produced, with the U.S. Army’s
permission and trademark license, dog tag replicas with uplifting sayings
and Bible verses.

[…]

Recently the DoD demanded that SoS remove all Bible verses from its
products that take advantage of a military trademark license. Why?
Because DoD received one complaint from an atheist group, the Military
Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF). The group warned of litigation
against the military if the Bible verse dog tags were allowed to continue,
saying it “poisons the constitutionally mandated separation of Church and
State.”

[…]

The matter has also caught the attention of U.S. Congressman Jim Banks
(R-IN), a former Navy Reserve officer who served in Afghanistan. He’s also
a member of the House Armed Services and Veterans Affairs Committees on
Capitol Hill, and is passionate about our military personnel. Responding to
an inquiry from The Daily Citizen, Rep. Banks said, “As a veteran, this is
gravely disappointing. Every American, but particularly those in our armed
forces, should be able to freely exercise their faith as enshrined in the
Constitution.”

[…]

Click to Read Article

CLICK TO READ BACKGROUND ON MRFF's
DEMAND THAT MILITARY CEASE ALLOWING

OFFICIAL EMBLEMS ON BIBLE VERSE DOG TAGS

“To the MRFF for Christmas”

MRFF:

Military dog tags with the Loving Word of Jesus Christ are legal, desired and
should be mandatory.

Ungrateful jews who are commies are not.

Unhappy holidays to all of you leftist queers.

Heart attacks and brain aneurysms for all of the MRFF from Santa.

Except for Mikey. He gets flesh eating microbes and Lou Gehrig’s Disease.

*former-USMC American who walks with Christ

(name withheld)

To see response from
MRFF Board Member John Compere:

Click to read in Inbox

MRFF Information/Contact:
(505) 250-7727

SUPPORT MRFF!
Your Generous Support Allows us to Continue our

Fight in the Courts and in the Media

Make a Donation

Join MRFF's Constitution Society (Recurring Donation)

Help Build the Wall : Donate a "Brick"!
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